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not tell the world of his trouble but retired into the privacy
of his religious meditations. Hence the strength of the
symbolical part of his imagination was concealed by his
religion. The sort of imagination that made him the
grandparent of the modern theory of matter, which does
not employ the engineer's mode of imagination, was implicit
in his scientific work but explicit only in his religious
meditations. In this way Maxwell inspired the non-visual
theories of the twentieth century while appearing a visualist
to his contemporaries and immediate successors. Maxwell's
writings, like Newton's, reveal an inspired caution of state-
ment. In spite of Maxwell's prominent use of intellectual
models he never came to believe that they were the reality
beneath phenomena. He was never tied to them. Newton's
marvellous mind also preserved him from similar errors, for
he cautiously defined his mechanics so that it could not be
upset by the quantum mechanics. He carefully stated that
his mechanics of bodies was based on the assumption that
the smallest parts obeyed the same laws as the wholes.
Maxwell's greatest achievement was his direction of the
path of future research, through the reputation and power he
had gained by his mastery of contemporary modes of
scientific thought. He equalled the typical nineteenth-
century physicists in their own modes and then indicated
the path for the twentieth century, both in theoretical and
experimental physics. His theory of electricity and mag-
netism led to the theory of relativity, his dynamical theory
of gases contributed towards the quantum theory, and his
scheme of work and methods for the Cavendish Laboratory,
outlined in his inaugural lecture, led to experimental atomic
physics.
The aspect of the culture of the nineteenth century
expressed by physical science was fortunate to receive such
a leader. Maxwell, too, was fortunate to live during a
cultural period that was healthy and powerful enough to
provide scope to his splendid genius. Though his contem-
poraries could apprehend only a half of his qualities, they
did not fail in what was reasonably within their power and
unconsciously helped their successors besides themselves.

